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We prove a number of sufficient conditions for a localization of an enveloping 
algebra at a multiplicatively closed set of semi-invariants to be a primitive ring. In 
case of a central localization these conditions are also necessary. 0 1990 Academic 
Press, Inc. 
We fix the following notations and terminology. U(L) denotes the 
universal enveloping algebra of a nonzero finite-dimensional Lie algebra L 
over a field k of characteristic zero. Z( U(L)) is the center of U(L) and 
D(L) is the division ring of quotients of U(L) with center Z(D(L)). 
For each AE L*, let D(L), = {u E D(L) 1 Vx E L ad x(u) = n(x) u}. These 
elements are called the semi-invariants of D(L) with weight A. Put 
U(L), = U(L) n D(L),. Let A(L)= {IEL*I U(L),#O} and A,(L)= 
{A E L* 1 D(L), #O}. Clearly D(L),D(L), c D(L),+, for all 1, p E A,(L). 
Moreover the sum of the D(L), is direct and is denoted by Sz(D(L)), the 
semicenter of D(L). Similarly Sz( U(L)) = @AE,,(LJ U(L), is called the semi- 
center of U(L), which is a commutative factorial domain [ 11, 131. Note 
that Sz( U(L)) is a /1(L)-graded ring. The set of nonzero semi-invariants of 
U(L) is denoted by E. n(L) is a commutative cancellative monoid and 
A,(L) turns out to be the group generated by /i(L) [4, p. 2391 and A,(L) 
is a finitely generated torsion-free abelian group [ 17, Theorem 1.31. 
By A’(L) we denote the group of units of A(L), i.e., those 1 E A(L) such 
that -A E A(L). A’(L) is a finitely generated torsion-free abelian group, 
being a subgroup of A,(L). The subalgebra Oi, nu(Lj U(L), of Sz( U(L)) is 
denoted by Sz”(U(L)). This is a n”(L)-graded ring with (Sz”(U(L))),= 
U(L)0 = Z(W)). 
LEMMA 1. Let pLI, . . . . pL, be a basis of A”(L) and choose 0 # ui E U(L),. Let 
S be the multiplicatively closed set of nonzero homogeneous elements of 
Sz”( U(L)), i.e., the nonzero semi-invariants in Sz”( U(L)). Then 
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(a) SZ”(U(L))~ = WU(L)L~u~L~~ = Q(Z(U(L)))Cul, . . . . v,, u;‘, . . . . 
u;‘] which is isomorphic to the group algebra Q(Z(U(L)))[A”(L)] of 
A”(L) over the quotient fieZd Q(Z( U(L))), 
(b) Sz*( U(L)) and the polynomial subring Z( U(L))[u,, .,., u,] have 
the same quotient field. However, if nU(L) # (0) then Sz”(U(L)) is not a 
polynomial algebra ouer Z( U(L)). 
Prod (4 BY WW))z~ucLjl we mean the localization of Sz”(U(L)) 
at the nonzero elements of Z( U(L)). 
Let s E S. So s E U(L), for some 1 E /1”(L). Thus there exists 
0 # t E S n U(L) -A. Hence 0 # st E Z( U(L)). This shows that 
SZU(W))Z(U(L,, = Sz”(W))s and its part of degree zero equals 
Q(Z( U(L)). Moreover, by construction SzU( U(L)), is a graded field, i.e., 
every nonzero homogeneous element is a unit. Since A”(L) is a finitely 
generated torsion-free abelian group it follows that Sz”(U(L)), is 
isomorphic to the group algebra Q(Z(U(L)))[A”(L)] (see also [l, p. 871. 
In particular, 
Wu(L)),= Q(Z(U(L)))Cu,, . . . . ut, ql, . . . . q’l, 
(b) The first part follows from (a). On the oher hand, if A”(L) # (0) 
then we can find s, t E Sz’( U(L))\Z( U(L)) such that st E Z( U(L)) (see (a)), 
showing that Sz’( U(L)) is not a polynomial algebra over Z( U(L)). 1 
PROPOSITION 2. 
(1) Sz(U(L))=Sz”(U(L))OJ(*), where J= On+n.CLj U(L), is a 
prime ideal of Sz( U(L)). 
(2) Let u, u be nonzero elements of U(L). If MD and v belong to 
Sz*(U(L)) then so does u. 
(3) Sz’( U(L)) is a factorial domain. 
Proof: (1) Let UE U(L),, VE U(L), where 1~,4(L) and ~EE(L)\A~(L). 
Then uv E U(L),+, and A+ p $ A”(L). Hence J is an ideal of Sz( U(L)). It 
is also prime, since Sz( U(L))/J is isomorphic to the integral domain 
szy U(L)). 
(2) Because uv and v belong to Sz(U(L)) so does u [ll, Lemma 21. 
Therefore there are u1 E Sz’( U(L)) and u2 E J such that u = u1 + u2, Then 
uv = ulv + u2v is the unique decomposition of uv according to (*) since 
uiv E SzU( U(L)) and u2v E J. But uv E Sz”( U(L)) by assumption. So u2v = 0 
and hence also u2 = 0. Consequently, u = ui E Sz”( U(L)). 
(3) First we observe that if U, u are nonzero semi-invariants of 
U(L) with weights A, PEA(L) such that uv E Sz’(U(L)) then both 
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u, UE Sz’(U(L)). (Indeed, UUE U(L),+, so 3, +PE n’(L) and thus 
1, p E n”(L)). Next, we consider Sz”( U(L)) as a n”(l)-graded domain. Let 
u be a nonzero nonunit homogeneous element of Sz”(U(L)), i.e., 
UE U(L),\R for some 1 E .4”(L). By [4, Proposition 1.5), u has a unique 
decomposition u = u1 . . . uq into irreducible semi-invariants ui of Sz( U(L)). 
By the remark, ul, . . . . USE Sz’( U(L)). Each ui is prime in Sz’( U(L)). 
Indeed, suppose ui divides uw in Sz’(U(L)) where u, w  are nonzero 
elements of Sz”(U(L)). In the UFD Sz(U(L)), ui is prime and divides VW. 
Therefore ui divides u (or W) in Sz( U(L)), i.e., u =yui for some nonzero 
ygSz(U(L)). Now, yui and ui belong to Sz”(U(L)). By (2), this implies 
that ye Sz’(U(L)) and thus ui divides u in Sz”(U(L)). This shows that 
Sz’( U(L)) is a graded UFD. Because the localization Sz’( U(L)), is a UFD 
(see (a) of Lemma 1 ), we may conclude from [Z, Theorem 4.43 that 
Sz’(U(L)) is a UFD. 1 
Later on (see Remarks 15) we will give an example where Z( U(L)) itself 
is not factorial. 
A ring R is said to be a Formanek ring if every nonzero ideal Z of R has 
a nonzero intersection with the center of R. 
PROPOSITION 3. U(L) is a Formanek ring if and only if A(L) is a group 
(i.e., A(L) = A”(L) =.4,(L)). 
Proof. It is shown in [12, 141 that every nonzero ideal of U(L) inter- 
sects E, the set of nonzero semi-invariants of U(L). Suppose that U(L) is 
a Formanek ring. Take I E A(L) and 0 # u E U(L), . Then U(L) u is a non- 
zero two-sided ideal of U(L), hence 0 # U(L) u n Z( U(L)). Therefore 
uu E Z( U( L)) for some nonzero u E U(L). Clearly u E U(L) pi and thus 
1~ A”(L), showing that A(L) coincides with the group A”(L). 
Conversely, suppose that A(L) is a group. Let Z be a nonzero ideal 
of U(L). I contains a nonzero semi-invariant u of U(L) with weight il. 
Then, -I E n(L). Hence there is a nonzero u E U(L) --i. Consequently, 
O#uuEznZ(U(L)). I 
Note that U(L) is a Formanek ring if and only if the central localization 
U(L) Z(WL)) is a simple ring. Further on, we will determine when 
U(L) z(LI(Ljj is a primitive ring. 
In analogy with the commutative case, we say that a multiplicatively 
closed subset S of nonzero semi-invariants of U(L) is saturated whenever 
uu E S, where u, u E E, implies that u, u E S. Note that the condition u, u E E 
may be weakened to u, u E U(L) because uu E S c E implies that u, u E E [4, 
p. 327). In particular, S contains k *. If S is an arbitrary multiplicatively 
closed ubset of E, put Sat(S) = { u E E( uu’ E S for some u’ E E}. It is readily 
checked that Sat(S) is saturated and multiplicatively closed and it is 
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the smallest among these subsets of E containing S. We also have 
W), = f-J(L)Sat(S), for if t E Sat(S), then tu = s E S for some u E E. In 
particular, t - i = s -lu E U(L),. Moreover 
(U(L),)*= {sp’tlseS, tESat(S)} 
((U(L),)* denotes the group of units of U(L),). Also 
SatW(U(L))\{Ol)= U (“(L)A)\{ol* 
2 E /P(L) 
Finally, it is immediate that U(L),= U(L),,, if and only if Sat(S) = Sat(S). 
A saturated multiplicatively closed subset S of E is said to be weakly 
additively closed if s, t E S n U(L), for some 1 E /1(L) implies that s + t E 
S u (0). In this case 
Q(S)= (str’ls, teSn U(L), for some 1eA(L)}u (0) 
is clearly a subfield of Z(D(L)). 
Conversely, if Q(S) is a field and S is saturated, then S is weakly 
additively closed, for let s, s’ E Sn U(L), with s + s’ # 0; since 
SK’(s + s’) = 1 + s-is’ E Q(S) we may write s-i(s + s’) = t-It’ where t, 
t’ E Sn U(L),. for some 1’ E /1(L). Thus t(s + s’) = st’ E S, hence s + s’ E S. 
In particular, if T is a saturated multiplicatively closed subset of E and if 
Z(D(L)) = Q(T) then T is weakly additively closed. Furthermore, if S is 
contained in Z(U(L)), the condition that S is weakly additively closed 
means precisely that Su {0} is a subalgebra of Z( U(L)) and Q(S) is in 
that case the field of fractions of S. 
PROPOSITION 4. Let T be a saturated multiplicatively closed subset of E 
such that each nonzero element of Z(D(L)) is a quotient of two elements of 
T, i.e., Z(D(L)) = Q(T). 
Denote by A the subalgebra of Sz( U(L)) generated by T. Let ul, . . . . u, be 
nonassociated irreducible semi-invariants not contained in T. Then ul, . . . . u, 
are algebraically independent over A. 
Proof: Let t, t, E T. If (m,, . . . . m,) # (n,, . . . . n,) where all mj, niE N, then 
the semi-invariants 
a = tuy . . . p I and al= t,u;*..-24; 
have a different weight [For if not, then CCC; ’ E Z(D(L)), hence by 
hypothesis clt~ 1’ = ss; ’ where s, s1 E T. Therefore 
s, tuy . . .uy = st, u;’ . . .u; (*) 
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Decompose si t and st, as a product of irreducible semi-invariants, which 
belong to T because T is saturated. By the unique decomposition, 
b 1, . ..> m,) = (n,, . . . . n,), a contradiction]. 
Suppose that 
c a, UT1 . . . UT = 0, where a,,, E A. 
m = (m,, . . . . In,) 
Write a, = En, trl,, where tAm E T. Then 
c tAm 247’ . . .uF = 0. m. R, 
By the first part of proof, if m #m’, tAm uyl . . . ~7 and ti,,ulmi . . . u,“; have 
a different weight. Therefore, for all m 
t& u;l’ . .. uy = 0, 
i.e., a,uyl . . .uy = 0, thus a,,, = 0 for all m. 1 
Remark 5. There always exists a smallest set T satisfying the conditions 
of Proposition 4. 
Proof Let Z be the set of all saturated, multiplicatively closed subsets S 
of E such that Z(D(L)) = Q(S) and let T be the intersection of all these 
subsets. Clearly T is saturated and multiplicatively closed. Take any non- 
zero z E Z(D(L)). By [4, p. 3291 there exist relatively prime semi-invariants 
uO, u,, E E such that z = u,u;’ . In particular, E E Z. It suffices to show that 
z+,, USE T. Now, take any SEC. Then z= UK’ for some u, UE S. This 
implies uOu = uuO. Hence u0 divides u in the factorial ring Sz( U(L)), as u0 
and u0 are relatively prime. Since u E S and S is saturated, it follows that 
u0 E S. Similarly, u0 E S. Because S is an arbitrary element of C, we may 
conclude that u,,, u0 E T. 
Let T be a multiplicatively closed subset of E containing 1. Denote by 
AT the set of weights of the elements of T. Clearly, AT is a submonoid of 
fw). 
THEOREM 6. Let T be a saturated multiplicatiuely closed subset of E such 
that Z(D(L)) = Q(T). Denote by A the subalgebra of Sz( U(L)) generated by 
T. Then the following hold: 
(1) U(L) has at most a finite number of nonassociated irreducible 
semi-inuariants u,, . . . . u, not in T. Let A,, . . . . IZ,E A(L) be their weights and 
let A’ be the submonoid of A(L) generated by these. 
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(2) Sz( U(L)) = A[U,) . ..) u,], a polynomial ring. So A is factorial. 
(3) au(L))= Ul~/P(L~ U(L), c TV (0). In particular, S.?‘( U(L)) c A 
and A”(L) c A r. 
(4) I!I(L),~=Z(U(L))U~, i= 1, . . . . r. 
(5) Each ui is a semi-invariant for every derivation D of L. 
(6) A,, . . . . II, are irreducible in A(L). 
(7) A(L) = A,@ A’ and A’ is a free abelian monoid. 
(8) 21, ...> ,I, form a Z-basis of the subgroup (A’) of A,(L) generated 
by A’. Moreover, A,(L)= (A.)@ (A’). 
Proof (1) By Proposition 4, nonassociated irreducible semi-invariants 
not in T are algebraically independent over A and hence over k. Since 
semi-invariants commute and since the Gelfand-Kirillov dimension of 
U(L) is finite [lo, p. 781, there can only be a finite number of such semi- 
invariants, say u1 , . . . . u,. It is easy to verify there is at least one if T # E. 
(2) By [4, Proposition 1.51 each nonzero semi-invariant u can be 
written uniquely as 
U=fq’...U~, where t E T, m, E N. 
It follows that Sz(U(L)) = A[u,, . . . . u,]. 
(3) Let O#UEU(L)~, SEA”. Take Ofbe U(L)-,. Then 
abEZ(U(L))cZ(D(L))=Q(T). 
So ab = st -r for some s, t E T. Thus tab = s E T and hence a E T since T 
is saturated. Therefore U(L), c Tu (0). 
(4) Take 0 #v E U(L),. Then, vuz:’ EZ(D(L)) so vu;’ = t’t-’ for 
some t, t’ E T. Hence tv = t’u,. Now ui is prime in the factorial ring 
Sz( U(L)) and does not divide t (otherwise USE T as T is saturated). 
Consequently ui divides v, i.e., v=cuj for some CEE. But C=VU~‘E 
Z(D(L)) n U(L) = Z(U(L)). 
(5) Let D be a derivation of L. By [ 15, p. 2651 D maps U(L), 
into itself. So Dui= cui for some ceZ(U(L)). On the other hand 
deg(Dui) < deg uj[5, 2.5.9.1 where deg denotes the usual degree function in 
U(L). This forces c E k. 
(6) First li #O since ui$ T and Z( U(L))\(O) c T. Next suppose 
Ai = c( + p for some TV, /3 E A(L). Take 0 # v E U(L), and 0 # w  E U(L)B. Then 
VW E U(L),2 and thus uw = cui for some nonzero c E Z(U(L)). In Sz( U(L)) 
ui is prime and divides VW. Therefore ui divides v (or w), i.e., v = uiu for 
some nonzero u E U(L),. In particular, a = iii + p, It follows that p + ,U = 0 
and thus p is a unit in A(L). 
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(7) It clearly suffices to show that every IE~(L) can be written 
uniquely as 
1=i,+ i m,&, 
i=l 
where 2T~ n T and each mi is a natural number. 
Let 1 E n(L) and take a nonzero u E U(L),. As in (2) we have 
where t E T and each m, is a natural number. 
Thus 
l=r+ i m,&, 
i=l 
where 7 E /1 T is the weight of t. 
Now, suppose that we also have 
i=l 
where 7’1zrl~ and QE N. 
Pick t’ E T with weight z’, then clearly tu;ll . . ~7 and t’u;’ . . . ~7 have the 
same weight. As in the proof of Proposition 4, we may conclude that 
mi = ni for all i, and hence also 7 = 7’. 
(8) This follows from (7). 1 
Theorem 6 can be adapted and extended to graded domains [22]. 
LEMMA 7. Let L be a nonabelian .Lie algebra, S a multiplicatively closed 
subset of E, then the Jacobson radical J( U( L),) = 0. 
Proof: We may clearly assume that S is saturated. Suppose that 
J( U(L),) # 0. Let 0 # a E J( U(L),). Since L is nonabelian, we can find 
an x E U( L)\Sz( U(L)). Thus 1 + a and 1 + xa are invertible in U(L),. 
Therefore 
1 +a=st-’ and I 1 +xa=s,t; , 
where s, sir t, t,eS. Also s#t since a#O. Thus 
x(st-’ - l)=slt;‘-l 
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and multiplying by tt, yields 
X((S-t)t,)=(sl-t,)tESZ(U(L)) 
and 
By [ 11, p. 3981 XE Sz( U(L)), a contradiction. m 
LEMMA 8. Let A be a left primitive ring, S a multiplicatively closed 
subset of A consisting of nonzero normalizing elements. Then the localization 
As is also left primitive. 
Proof. If s E S, then s is not a zero divisor of A because A is prime. 
Since A is left primitive, A has a maximal left ideal Z containing no nonzero 
two-sided ideal. But then In S= 0 because S consists of normalizing 
elements. It follows that AsZ is a maximal left ideal of A, containing no 
nonzero two-sided ideal. 1 
COROLLARY 9. Let S, T be multiplicatively closed sets with S c T c E. Zf 
U(L), is primitive, then U(L), is primitive. 
Proof. Since semi-invariants commute, ZJ( L) T = ( U(L),) T. The result 
follows immediately from Lemma 8. 4 
PROPOSITION 10. Let K be a subfield of Z(D(L)) with k c K. Put 
U(L) K= {xi uiaij uic U(L), aiE K}, a subalgebra of D(L). Then U(L) K is 
primitive if and only if Z(D(L)) is algebraic over K. 
Proof: Since U(L) Ok Kr U(L@, K), there exists a surjective homo- 
morphism 4: U(L Ok K) -+ U(L) K: Ci ui 0 a, + xi u,a,. 
Then U(L @)k K)/P g U(L) K where P = ker 4. Hence U(L) K is primitive 
precisely when P is primitive and this happens if and only if the center of 
the division ring of quotients of U(L@,K)/P is algebraic over K [8, 21, 
p. 391. But this is clearly equivalent to saying that Z(D(L)) is algebraic 
over K. 1 
COROLLARY 11. U(L) Z(D( L)), the central closure of U(L), is always 
primitive. 
THEOREM 12. Let L be a nonabelian Lie algebra and T a saturated, mul- 
tiplicatively closed subset of E. Consider the following conditions: 
(1) U(L) Q(T) is primitive and T is weakly additively closed; 
(2) Z(D(L)) is algebraic over Q(T) and T is weakly additively closed; 
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(3) Z(W)) = Q(T); 
(4) U(L) contains at most afinite number of nonassociated irreducible 
semi-invariants u,, . . . . u, not contained in F, 
(5) U(L) contains a semi-invariant e such that e belongs to each non- 
zero prime ideal P of U(L) such that P n T = I;?r; 
(6) U(L), contains only a finite number of height one prime ideals; 
(7) U(L), is primitive. 
Then (l)+(2)+(3)*(4)*(5)*(6)*(7) holds. 
ProoJ (1) o (2) by Proposition 10. 
(3) * (2) is trivial. 
(2) = (3) Let 0 #z~ Z(D(L)) be algebraic over Q(T). There exist 
relatively prime semi-invariants u, v E U(L), for some A E A(L) such that 
z=uv-’ [4, p. 3291. 
Suppose that 
where we may assume that each a,E Tu (O}, a, #O and a, 20. Then 
i=O 
This implies that v divides a,u” in Sz(U(L)) and thus also a, as u and v 
are relatively prime. So there is a v’ E E such that vu’ = a, E T. Hence v E T 
as T is saturated. Similarly u E T. Therefore z E Q(T). 
(3) => (4) is shown in Theorem 6. 
(4)=>(5) Wemayassume that TZE. Lete=u,...u,andlet Pbea 
nonzero prime ideal of U(L) with P n T = @. Then P contains a nonzero 
semi-invariant u which can be written 
u = u+I;’ * * * uy , where USE T. 
Since q., ur, . . . . u, are normalizing elements and P is prime with 
P n T = a, if follows that ui E P for some i. Hence e E P. 
(5) =c. (6) By (5) each nonzero prime ideal of U(L), contains the 
nonzero ideal U(L).e. Since U(L), is Noetherian, it follows that U(L), 
has only a finite number of height one prime ideals [S, p. 3.1.101. 
(6) => (7) Each nonzero prime ideal of U(L), contains a height one 
prime ideal because U(L), satisfies the descending chain condition on non- 
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zero prime ideals. By (6) the intersection of the nonzero prime ideals of 
U(L), is nonzero and hence the same holds for the nonzero primitive 
ideals of U(L),. On the other hand, J( U(L),) = 0 by Lemma 7. Therefore 
U(L), is primitive. 1 
Note that (1) * (7) is a direct consequence of Lemma 8 and the fact that 
U(L),= (U(L) Q(T)L-. 
We do not know whether the implication (7) + (1) always holds. The 
next result provides a few cases when it does. 
THEOREM 13. Let be a nonabelian Lie-algebra. 
(1) Let S be a multiplicatively closed subset of Z( U(L))\{ O> such that 
T= Sat(S) is weakly additively closed. Then 
U(L),= U(L), isprimitiveoZ(D(L))= Q(T). 
(2) Let S be a subalgebra of Z(U(L)) and T= Sat(S\{O}). Then 
U(L),= U(L), isprimitiveoZ(D(L)) is algebraic over Q(S) 
*Z(W)) = Q(T). 
In particular, if U(L), is primitive, then T is weakly additively closed. 
If S is as in (1) or (2) and if U(L), is primitive, then U(L), = 
U(L)zCoCLJj; i.e., S and Z( U(L)) have the same saturation. 
Proof (1) If SES, then s-‘=l.s-‘EQ(T). Hence U(L),c 
U(L) Q(T) t U(L),= U(L), Therefore U(L), = U(L) Q(T) and the result 
follows from Theorem 12. 
(2) Of course, U(L), denotes the localization of U(L) at the nonzero 
elements of S. If U(L), = U(L) Q(S) is primitive, then by Proposition 10, 
Z(D(L)) is algebraic over Q(S). By the proof of Theorem 12, step 
(2) + (3), we have Z(D(L)) = Q(T). In particular, T is weakly additively 
closed. Conversely, if Z(D(L)) = Q(T), then U(L),= U(L), is primitive by 
Theorem 12. 
Finally, if S is as in (1) or (2) and if U(L), is primitive, then by Theorem 
6, S\(O) cZ(U(L))\{O} c T. Therefore U(L),c U(L)zto(rnc U(L),= 
U(L),, hence equality holds. 1 
COROLLARY 14. Let L be a nonabelian Lie algebra. Then 
U(L) z.oCLjj is primitive fand only ifZ(D(L)) = Q(Z(U(L))). 
Swose u(LLcucLjj is primitive and Sz( U( L)) # Sz”( U(L)). Then: 
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(1) Sz(U(L)) = Sz”(U(L))[u,, . . . . u,], a polynomial ring, where 
u,, . . . . u, are the nonassociated irreducible semi-invariants not in Sz”( U(L)). 
Let 1 , , . . . . ,I,E A(L) be their weights and let A’ be the submonoid of A(L) 
generated by these. 
(2) A(L) = A”(L)@ A’ and A’ is a free abelian monoid. In particular, 
A(L) is a finitely generated, factorial monoid. 
(3) Let k, . . . . p,~ A”(L) be a h-basis of A”(L). Then ,uI, . . . . pLI, 
I 1, . . . . 1, is a Z-basis of An(L) contained in A(L). 
(4) e = u1 . . . u, is a semi-invariant of U(L) for all automorphisms and 
anti-automorphisms of U(L). 
(5) Let P be a nonzero prime ideal of U(L). Then P contains either e 
or a nonzero central element of U(L). 
Proof By Theorem 13 U(L),(,(,,, is primitive precisely when Z(D(L)) 
=Q(T) where T=Sat(Z(U(L))\{O})=U,...(,, U(L),\(O). Let ZEQ(T), 
i.e., z = uv - ’ where u, v E U(L), for some I E A”(L). Choose a nonzero 
WEU(L))~. Then z=(uw)(vw)-‘EQ(Z(U(L))). So Q(T)=Q(Z(U(L))). 
Now let us assume that U(L),(,(,,)( = (U(L),) is primitive. 
(1) This follows at once from (2) of Theorem 6 since Sz’( U(L)) is 
the subring of Sz(U(L)) generated by T. 
(2) The first part is clear by (7) of Theorem 6 as A, = A”(L). Also, 
each 1 E A(L) has a unique decomposition 
I. = /Jz + C mifli, 
i= 1 
where ,n E A”(L) is a unit of A(L), rniE IV and A,, . . . . 1, are irreducible in 
A(L) ((6) of Theorem 6). Hence A(L) is a factorial monoid [9, p. 1361. It 
is also finitely generated since both A”(L) and A’ are finitely generated 
monoids. 
(3) This follows from (8) of Theorem 6 and the fact that A T = A”(L). 
(4) Let c1 be either an automorphism or an anti-isomorphism of 
U(L). Then CL maps Sz’( U(L)) onto itself and a(~~) is an irreducible semi- 
invariant not contained in Sz’( U(L)). Hence a permutes the elements of the 
set {k*u,, . . . . k*u,}. Therefore cc(e) = ae for a suitable a E k*. 
(5) Let P be a nonzero prime ideal of U(L). If P n T = 0 then e E P 
by the proof (4)= (5) of Theorem 12. Otherwise P contains an element 
t E T. Then there is a suitable t’ E T such that z = tt’ E Z( U(L)). So, z is a 
nonzero central element contained in P. 1 
Remarks 15. (1) The following example shows that Z( U(L)) need not 
be factorial. Let L be the Lie algebra over k with basis x, y, z, w, t with 
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nonvanishing brackets [t, x] =x, Cr, y] = y, [t, z] = -z, [t, w] = -w. 
Then ,4(L) = n”(L) is an infinite cyclic group, Sz( U(L)) = k[x, y, z, w] but 
Z(U(L)) = kCXZ> xw, YZ, VW1 
is not factorial since (xz)(yw) = (xw)( yz) and xz, yw, xw, yz are irreducible 
in Z( U(L)). 
Note that UWL~u~L~~ is simple by Proposition 3. 
(2) If S is a subalgebra of Z( U(L)) such that U(L), is primitive, then 
Z(D(L)) is algebraic over Q(S) by Theorem 13. This does not imply 
however that Z(D(L)) = Q(S). For let L be the Lie algebra over k with 
basis x, y, z such that [x, y] = y, [x, z] = -z and [y, z] = 0. Then 
A(L) =n”(L) is an infinite cyclic group, Sz(U(L)) =k[y, z] and 
Z( U(L)) = k[yz]. By Proposition 3, U(L),c,c,,, is simple. In particular 
Z(D(L)) = Q(Z( U(L))). Put S= k[(yz)‘] then U(L), = U(L),t,c,,, for 
if f=jb+yzfi EZ(U(L)) where fO,fi l k[(yz)2], then fgES where 
g = f. - yzf, . In particular, U(L), is primitive and thus Z(D(L)) is 
algebraic over Q(S) by Theorem 13. But clearly Q(S) # Z(D(L)). 
(3) We know that the monoid /i(L) need not be finitely generated 
[6, p, 3211. Also, A(L) is not factorial in general. Indeed, let L be the Lie 
algebra over k with basis x, y, z such that [y, z] = 0, [x, y] =py and 
[x, z] = qz where p, q are relatively prime natural numbers. Then the 
monoid .4(L) is generated by the weights I, p vanishing on y and z and for 
which 1(x) =p and p(x) = q, 
Clearly, A(L) is not factorial since the relation ql =pp holds between the 
irreducible elements 1 and p. 
Finally, we want to establish the necessary and sufficient condition on 
the Lie algebra L in order for the localization U(L), to be primitive where 
R = U(Z(L)), i.e., the enveloping algebra of the center Z(L) of L. Note that 
R c Z( U(L)) and R can be identified with the symmetric algebra S(Z(L)) 
since Z(L) is commutative. Hence R may be considered as a subalgebra of 
both U(L) and S(L), the symmetric algebra of L. Let K(L) (resp. K(Z(L))) 
be the quotient field of S(L) (resp. S(Z(L))) and K(L)’ the subfield of 
invariants of K(L) under the action of ad L. On the other hand, for each 
f E L* we denote by L[f ] the collection of elements x E L such that 
f (Ex) = 0 for all E E H, H being the algebraic hull of ad L in End L. L[ f ] 
is a Lie subalgebra of L containing Z(L). Let xi, . . . . x, be a basis for L and 
E 1 > . . . . E,,, one for H, then we have the following formula for the degree of 
transcendence over k of K(L)’ [ 18, p. 4921 
tr deg,(K(L)‘) = dim L - rankK&(Eixj),i) 
=Ym$ dim L[f 1. 
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Furthermore, let s: S(L) -+ U(L) be the symmetrization map, i.e., the 
canonical linear bijection which maps each product y, . ..y., yip L, into 
(l/q!) CpYp(l) ...ypt4), where p ranges over all permutations of { 1, . . . . q}. s 
is known to commute with each derivation of L [S, 2.4.91 and hence maps 
S(L), onto U(L), and also Sz(S(L)) onto Sz(U(L)). (of course, S(L), is 
the set of all YE S(L) such that ad x(y) = n(x) y for all XE L and 
Sz(S(L)) = en S(L),). Also, s(ax) = as(x) for all UE R and XE S(L). As a 
result s may be considered as an isomorphism of R-modules. 
PROPOSITION 16. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) U(L), is primitive where R = U(Z(L)) 
(2) Z(D(L)) is algebraic over D(Z(L)) 
(3) -w(L)) = ww)) 
(4) wJ)‘= Gw)) 
(5) LLf]=Z(L)forsomef~L*(i.e.,rank(~jxj)=dimL-dimZ(L)). 
Moreover, these conditions imply that 
(4 Z(W)) = U(W)) 
(b) U(L) admits at most a finite number of nonassociated irreducible 
. . . semi-mvanants uI, . . . . u, not contained in Z( U(L)) 
(cl WW)) = Z(U(L))Cu,, ..a, %I 
= k[c,, . ..) cq; l.41, ...) u,] 
a polynomial algebra over k, where c,, . . . . c, is a basis of Z(L). 
Proof: The equivalence of (1 ), (2), and (3) is a direct consequence of 
(2) of Theorem 13 since R\(O) is saturated [13, p. 12711. On the other 
hand, (a), (b), and (c) follow from (l), (2), and (3) of Theorem 6. The 
equivalence of (3), (4), and (5) was the subject of [18, Proposition 41. We 
give a new proof for the implication (4) =E- (3) since the one given in [ 181 
does not hold in general (it does however if Z(L) = 0 being precisely 
the case in which it was used in [ 183). So, let z E Z(I)(L)). Then z = uv-l 
for some U, v E U(L),, v # 0. Choose x, y E S(L), such that u = s(x), 
v = s( y ). Clearly xy - ’ l K(L)‘=K(Z(L)). Hence xy-i =ab-’ for some a, 
b E S(Z(L)) = R, b # 0 and thus bx = uy. Then bu = bs(x) = s(bx) = s(uy) = 
as(y) = au. Therefore z = uupl = ab-’ E D(Z(L)). 1 
EXAMPLES. ( 1) The Lie algebras L for which L(f) = Z(L) for some 
feL*. (We recall that L(f)= { xELlf([x,y])=O for all YEL} and that 
Z(L) c L[ f ] c L(f )). If in addition Z(L) = 0, then L is called Frobenius 
(see, e.g., [7; 18, p. 497; 191). On the other hand, in the nilpotent case 
481/13Oj2-5 
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these Lie algebras are precisely the Lie algebras of simply connected nilpo- 
tent Lie groups having square integrable representations [ 16, Theorem 31, 
e.g., the 2n + 1 dimensional Heisenberg Lie algebra with basis 
Xl, ..*, x,, y, 2 . . . . y,, z with nonvanishing brackets [x,, yi] =z i: 1, . . . . n. 
(2) Let M be a finite dimensional Frobenius Lie algebra over k 
having a nonzero semi-invariant UE M. (such a semi-invariant exists for 
instance in the completely solvable case) Let L be the centralizer of u in M. 
Clearly, L is an ideal of A4 of codimension one. Then Z(D(L)) = k(u) = 
D(Z(L)) by [4, Theorem 4.53. In fact one can verify directly that L satisfies 
the condition of (1). 
LEMMA 17. If Z(D(L)) = @Z(L)) then s: Sz(S(L)) -+ Sz(U(L)) is an 
algebra isomorphism. 
Proof: First we introduce an increasing filtration in U(L) other than 
the usual one. Let x, ,..., xP, xP+ i, . . . . x, be a basis of L such that 
X P+ i, . . . . x, is a basis of Z(L). Each element of S(L) can be considered as 
a polynomial in xi, . . . . xP with coefficients in S(Z(L)) = R. Clearly S(L) is 
the direct sum of the subspaces S” of polynomials homogeneous of degree 
m in xi, . . . . xP. Therefore U(L) is the direct sum of the subspaces U”, 
where U” = s(Sm). Next put U, = 0, c4 U”. In particular U,, = U” = 
R = So. Then it is easy to verify that the subspaces U, form an increasing 
filtration in U(L) and the associated graded algebra gr( U(L)) is isomorphic 
to RCA-,, . . . . XP] I S(L). The elements u E U,\U,_ i are said to be of degree 
q and [u] = u mod U, _, is called the leading term of U. For all nonzero U, 
u E U(L) we have [UU] = [u] [u]. Furthermore, if y = y, + . . . + y,, y, # 0, 
is the decomposition of y E S(L) into homogeneous components yi E s’ then 
it follows from the definition of s that [s(y)] = y,. Next, let y, z E S(L) 
be nonzero semi-invariants of S(L) with weights 1 and p. Since 
s: Sz(S(L)) -+ Sz( U(L)) is a linear isomorphism, it suffices to show that 
s( yz) = s( y) s(z). Clearly, y E S(L),, z E S(L), and yz E S(L),+,. Hence 
4~1~ W% 44~ u(L), and 4~4~ UWL,,. Also s(~bW u(L),+,. 
Therefore, s(y) s(z) s(yz)-’ E Z(D(L)) = D(Z(L)) and thus can be written 
as ab ~ i for some nonzero a, b E R. This implies that as( yz) = bs( y) s(z). 
Taking leading terms we obtain a[s(yz)] = [a] [s( yz)] = [as(yz)] = 
Cbs(y) s(z)1 = CblC4y) s(z)1 = bCs(y) 4z)l. But Csb)l = [S(Y) dz)l. 
Consequently, a = b and so s(yz) = s(y) s(z). 1 
Next, we want to demonstrate that in case Z(D(L)) =D(Z(L)) the 
irreducible semi-invariants are very easy to construct. Because of Lemma 
17 it suffices to do so in S(L). For this purpose we recall the special semi- 
invariants introduced in [4, Theorem 2.21: let xi, . . . . x, be a basis for L 
and E,, . . . . E,,, one for H, the algebraic hull of ad L. Let d be the (deter- 
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minantal) rank of the m x n matrix A = (&xi) with entries in S(L) and 
denote by d,(L), 1 < q < d, the greatest common divisor of all q-rowed 
minors of A. Then d,(L), which is well defined up to a nonzero scalar, is 
a nonzero semi-invariant under the action of Aut L (and hence of Der L). 
THEOREM 18. Suppose U(L), is primitive where R = iJ(Z(L)). Let 
ul, . . . . u, be the nonassociated irreducible semi-invariants of U(L) not 
contained in R and put v1 = SK’(u,), . . . . v, = s-l(u,). Then we have 
(1) v, , . . . . v, are the only nonassociated irreducible semi-invariants 
of S(L) not contained in R. Moreover, 
Sz(S(L)) = R[v,, . . . . v,] 
(2) v, , . . . . v, are precisely the irreducible factors of A,(L) not con- 
tained in R, where d= dim L - dim Z(L). 
(3) Sz(U(L))=Z(U(L)) ifandonly ifA,(L)gR. 
Proof: (1) follows directly from Proposition 16 and Lemma 17. 
(2) Let x1, . . . . xd, xd+ 1, . . . . x, be a basis of L such that xd+ i, . . . . x, 
is a basis of Z(L) and let El, . . . . E, be a basis of H. Consider the 
m x n matrix A = (Eixj). In view of Proposition 16 we know that 
rank(d) = dim L -dim Z(L) = d. 
Since ad L acts trivially on Z(L) so does its algebraic ‘hull H [3, p. 2081. 
Therefore Eixj= 0 for all i: 1, . . . . m and j: d+ 1, . . . . n(*). Now take any 
irreducible semi-invariant v of S(L) not contained in R. It suffices to show 
that v divides A,(L). For this purpose let B be any d x d nonsingular 
submatrix of A. Clearly, we may assume that B = (Eixj) where i, j: 1, . . . . d. 
Since v is a semi-invariant for ad L, it is also one for H, H being the 
smallest algebraic Lie subalgebra of Der L containing ad L [3, p. 2081 (or 
otherwise note that property (5) of Theorem 6 with T= R also holds for 
the irreducible semi-invariants of S(L) not contained in R). Hence there 
exists a linear function ,u E H* such that 
Eiv = u( EJ v for all i: 1, . . . . m. 
In particular, 
f (EiXj)g,=p(Ei)vT i: 1, . . . . d. 
j=l I 
Because of (*), 
i (Eixj) g,= u(Ei) V, i: l,..., d. 
j=l J 
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By Cramer’s rule, 
det IIg= .i: B,~(E~)v= i B+(E.) 
J r=l 
(,=, r/ z)uy j:L...,d. 
As u&R = S(Z(L)) we may choose j such that &$3xj is nonzero. Clearly, 
u divides det B(dv/axj) in S(L), but does not divide au/ax, as the latter has 
a lower degree than u. Since S(L) is a UFD and v is irreducible, it follows 
that u divides det B. We may conclude that u divides all d-rowed minors 
of the matrix A and hence also their greatest common divisor which is 
A&). 
(3) This is a direct consequence of (1) and (2), Lemma 17 and the 
fact that Z(U(L))= R. 1 
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